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MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH

In Maths, we will continue to develop our
fractions knowledge, building on what we
covered in the last half term. This time we
will look at counting in tenths as well as
counting in fractions of a number line. Additionally, we will use our multiplication and
division skills to find fractions of a set of objects. Finally, we will move on to adding ad
subtracting fractions.

In this unit, we will also be looking at poetry again. The children will learn about and
enjoy reading Calligrams before writing
their own. They go on to look at and explore shape poems, writing their own both
as a whole class and individually.

SCIENCE & HUMANITIES
Our ‘Plants’ unit will cover learning the names of different parts of plants, and the jobs
they do. The children will work scientifically and collaboratively to investigate what plants
need to grow well, and will present their findings to their classmates. Furthermore, they
will have chance to predict what will happen in an exciting investigation into the transportation of water within plants. They will work in a hands-on way to identify the parts of a
flower, and will explore the different stages of the life cycle of a flowering plant.
In History, we will focus on Victorian life by investigating what life was like for children who
lived and worked in a Victorian workhouse. Children will have the opportunity to explore
different sources of evidence in order to gather information about Victorian life.

ART
Our Art ‘Insects’ unit provides an opportunity for children to consolidate ways in which
we can create line, texture and tone using various materials. Additionally, we will begin to
look at how we can create our own insect sculptures inspired by the work of famous
artists such as Michael Brennand Wood and Jennifer Angus. We will also revise work from
previously studied artists such as Anish Kapoor and Henri Matisse and reflect on how they
have inspired us with our own artwork over the year.

COMPUTING
The Bebras Computing Challenge : pupils will take part in the Bebras computing challenge Kits
that introduces computational thinking to pupils. Bebras Computing Challenge was designed to
get students excited about Computing. Each student answers questions that focus on computational and logical thinking.

PSHE
Our PSHE ‘Be Yourself’ unit this half term is inspired by the idea that it is important to have confidence to be yourself. It aims to enable children to identify their strengths and achievements as
well as help them to recognise different emotions they experience. In this unit, children will also
explore how to express their thoughts and feelings respectfully and how to be assertive when in
uncomfortable situations. The children will also have an opportunity to explore the influence of
the media in how we view ourselves and analyse the reality of these messages.

QURAN

ISLAMIC STUDIES
How I celebrate Eid al-Fitr
Akhlaq: Children around the Prophet
(saw)
Akhlaq: The Qualities of the Muslim

Memorisation: Surah al-Fajr
Revision: From surah al-Balad to an-Naas
Reading: Read from Qaidah books based on
individual reading levels or from the
Quran based on initial and continued assessment.

URDU

PE

TOPIC...HOMES/KITCHEN
Making statement about homes. Different types
of houses, houses in other countries. Naming
things in the kitchen.
Simple aspects of grammar and how to apply
them. Read and translate words related to the
topic

Striking skills – using equipment to strike a
ball. Building on hand-eye co-ordination.
Continuing fundamental skills of throwing
and catching.

ARABIC







Islamic festival :- Eid Mubarak
Pupils to learn how to describe festival and traditions
Countries & Capitals
Talk about different countries
Flags
Holiday

